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This checklist is intended to guide your development of adult learning opportunities that are
learner-centered, interactive, participatory, cognitively challenging, and relevant. The categories
and items reflect qualities of best-practice adult learning methods. The checklist may be used to
evaluate and modify your existing learning activities, or guide development of new activities.
Consider using it as a discussion guide with colleagues.
Tell me, I will forget.
Show me, I may remember.
Involve me, and I will understand.
Chinese Proverb as interpreted by Ei-Ichiro Ochiai, J. Chem. Educ. 70:44(1993)



CRITERIA

EXAMPLES

LEARNER ROLES/RELATIONSHIPS





Group-Learning- Does the activity engage
learners cooperatively with one another in pursuing
a common task and goal?





Group assignments
Breakout discussions
Think-pair-share

Peer-Sharing- Is ample opportunity given for
learners to share and test their understanding and
ideas with one another?






Discussions
Debates
Peer instruction
Think-pair-share

Self/Peer Critique- Does the activity engage
learners in self-critiquing and peer-critiquing their
learning outcomes, and assessing if the learning
activity addressed course-specific and individual
goals?







Breakout discussions
Buzz groups
Think-pair-share
Formalized self/peer-assessments
Warm feedback/cool feedback

INTERACTIVE AND INDIVIDUALIZED TEACHING APPROACH





Facilitator Role- Does the educator primarily
serve as a mentor rather than director or lecturer
during the learning activity?







Game show host
Project consultant
Discussion facilitator
Panelist facilitator
Guest speakers

Varied Approaches- Does the activity use
multiple strategies and modalities to engage
learners’ preferred learning styles and build on
their strengths?



Incorporate auditory, visual, movement,
elements
Allow for creative, analytic, social, motor
strengths of learners (creating videos, poster
presentations, skits, models, etc.)
Conduct needs-assessments with learners
Allow options for how and what learners
produce
Conduct post-activity wrap-up to correlate
learning with needs assessment

Learner-Specified Needs/Goals- Is the learning
activity prefaced by, and based on learner needsassessment?








CRITERIA

EXAMPLES

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTEXT



Lifelong Learning Strategies- Does the learning
activity challenge learners to independently search,
access, evaluate, and organize credible information
found outside the scope of the classroom and
textbooks? Are learners oriented to those
resources?

Venues- Are times, places, and formats
Flexible
for learning adaptable to lifestyle needs of adult
learners?






Utilize databases, journals, websites, other
technologies and resources
Include citations in all works
Distinguish between levels of evidence in
research
Access and utilize community resources
Participate in/utilize professional organizations








Synchronous online discussions/meetings
Asynchronous online discussions
Skype
Podcasts
E-learning
Evening/weekend schedules




FOCUS ON HIGHER-ORDER THINKING (Bloom’s Taxonomy)





Analysis- Does the activity ask learners to
deconstruct the information to come to a better
understanding? Does it integrate academic
concepts with applied learning?





Distinguish between levels of evidence in
research
Reflective paper on actual experience and how
it relates to theoretical concepts
Discussion of videotapes of student application

Synthesis- Are learners asked to build upon
previous knowledge, comprehension, and
experience to produce something new?





Invent solutions
Propose systems change
Problem-based learning

Evaluation- Are learners compelled to justify their
decisions, conclusions, or products based on
evidence (research, theory, assessment measures,
outcomes, etc.)?



Reflective papers correlating experience with
theoretical concepts or research
Debates





REAL-WORLD CONTEXT AND APPLICATION




Application- Does the learning activity address or
solve real-world workforce competencies and
needs?







Internships
Service-learning
System change project
Involve community resources
Case-study learning

Context- Does the learning activity occur in, or
simulate, the community or actual work
environments: reflecting the needs and quality
standards of the real world (e.g., activities that
involve application to or reflection on current
practices of self or others)?








Job-shadowing
Action-research
Internships
Involve worksite supervisor
Web-based virtual environments
Role-play

